
Supplementary

Installation Instructions
Issue 3, August 1996

Aerial Installation of UCN Closures on Messenger Wires

These installation instructions provide the additional or modified installation steps required for installing UCN-Closures
in aerial applications. These instructions supplement the UNC-Closure installation instructions S45054-L2018-P423
which are provided with all UCN-closures.

Installation instructions remain the same as detailed in S45054-L2018-P423 until step 13 inclusively.

Aerial Hanging Device with grounding
- Kit Contents -
S45054-D24-A1

Aerial Hanging Device without grounding
- Kit Contents -
S45054-D24-A2

1. Aerial hanging device with 7/16´´ self tapping
    screw 2 pieces
2. 7/16´´ screw to secure aerial hanging device to
    the messenger wire 2 pieces
3. 7/16´´ grounding screw 1 piece
4. Installation instructions (supplement) 1 piece

1. Aerial hanging device with 7/16´´ self tapping
    screw 2 pieces
2. Installation instructions (supplement) 1 piece

These instructions are a guideline for the trained installer
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14. In aerial applications, the end caps must be positioned
and installed so that the seams of the end caps are vertical
and installation screws face the installer.

Place the end cap approximately 2 mm from the bonding
clip flush with the mark. Close the end cap by alternately
tightening the screws until the gauge fits over both sets of
notches on each side of the end cap.

15. With a 7/16´´ socket, thread the aerial hanging device
into the provided insert in the end cap using the self
tapping screw.
Caution: Do not over-tighten the self tapping screw!
Place the clamp of the aerial hanging device over the
messenger wire and secure using the provided screw
(see figure 15c)

16. Install a connecting bar to the lower, or outer end cap
segments. Check for propper position of the end cap
(end cap flush with marking).

17. Install the second end cap. Install the upper, or inner
connecting bar. In aerial application repeat the installation
procedure for the aerial hanging device on the remaining
end cap.

18. Attach the provided grounding wire to the grounding plug.

Note: Vented grounding plug must be installed on the
inside of the end cap.

19. For hanging device with grounding only.
Install the solid grounding plug into the outside of the
end cap. If bonding to the messenger strand is required,
carry the bond through the selected end cap to the aerial
hanging device and attach with the provided 7/16´´ ground-
ding screw (see figure 15c)
Note: A sealing agent, e.g. Loctite, must be applied to the
threads to ensure tightness.

Fig. 15a

Fig. 15c

Fig. 15b


